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■ -;■■-• Following a meeting of East and Central African Foreign Ministers

held in Bar.-es-Salaam on 4-6 February 19^9j five recommendations concern

ing promotion of co-operation in the fields of agriculture, livestock, w

agricultural research, forestry and\fishery development, were adopted by

the meeting. Subsequently, these recommendations were endorsed "by Heads

of State at a meeting.held in Lusaka.,, Zambia (14—16 April 1969). *

Follow—up proposals concerning these recommendations will take the

form of technical meetings which are to "be held' in Nairobi to discuss, the

implications implicit in these recommendations,:as they/concern the Central

and East African countries involved. ' '■ ■

Approved recommendation (D)

"The establishment of an Eastern and Central African Fisheries

Consultative and Development Committee to examine the production potential?

conservation needs and regional marketing and industrialization possibili

ties of fisheries development in the Rift Valley lakes and the coastal

waters of the region." ■ \

It should be notad that at the fourth session (17-23 April 1969)

of the FAO Committee on Fisheries, a 34 nation group? that this Committee

"endorsed a recommendation that FAO establish a regional advisory body

for conservation and development of African inland fisheries".

The Committee may wish to direct its attention to the following areas

of importances

Information on the fishing activities in the fresh and coastal waters

of the Central and Eastern countries in question, including rivers,

the Rift Valley lakes, the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, the Arabian Sea

and the Indian Oceans schemes of training fisheries officers and

fishermen, research in all aspects of fishery development and

techniques, internal and external trade in fish and fish products.

11 -



■ ■ " ■ ■ - BURUNDI - ■ ' ;

Fishing is carried out in- Burundi on Lake Tanganyika where the

country has "rights" to 200,000 ha on Lakes Cohoha andEugero, in the

North. .

There are three types of fishery-activities in Burundi: -

(a) "by pirogues of which there were estimated to "be 1*750 'in

(b) fishing by catamarans of which there were 225 in 19^7 3 and.

(c) industrial fishing by units owned by co-operative, and private

enterprise groups consisting of one.big boat and a series of

smaller "boats which, operate the nets.

Practically all fishing is carried out at night with the aid of

lights- In 1965 total production of fish was estimated to be 20,206 metric

tons. In the northern lakes,, only traditional fishing takes place, 360

pirogues on Lake Cohoha and 147 on Lake Rugero* Production on these lakes

is not known. Preservation techniques are rudimentary in Burundi and

drying is impossible during the rainy season - when the fishermen tend to

remain in their villages. About 160 tons of fish (fresh weight) per year
are exported principally to the Congo (Democratic Republic of). Imports
in 1966 of dried fish at 418 tons valued at 10.7 ..million, fr were recorded.

The Yearbook of Fishery Statistics, 19&7» records total production in

Burundi at 16,000 metric tons for a population estimated at 3<>274,OOO or

5.07 kg per head of population. As fish is not available to certain

sectors of the population in inaccessible areas, the above figures of

consumption may be misleading.

- The following projects to improve the fishery situation in Burundi

have either been considered? or are operational-:

(l) A request was submitted in■ September 1966 to FAO to undertake

a survey of fishery resources for the benefit of all countries

bordering Lake Tanganyika. It is not known whether this request

has been approved as yeto

• (2) USAID is completing a study to consider the further development

of fish markets in the region.

(3) A fisheries project operating under Freedom from Hunger Campaign

auspices, anii supervised ~bj FAO, aims to increase fishing

production and to assist in organizing a marketing circuit. At

the market centres selected;, a co-operative of fishermen will be

created, who will operate ' through an agent of the Fisheries

Service, and later after suitable training, through a selected

fisherman. Fishing equipment will, be obtainable through a credit

scheme and reimbursed by sales through the co-operative. Fish
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produced in remote centres will "be dried and sold in commercial

centres to "be created at Bujumbura. The project is designed

.to operate over a threer-year .period at a cost of ZJS$24OypOO

.■ ■.' : of which US$85*800 ;will be financed by Government, .-. ;■ .-

1 '. " Survey" and conservation of fish stocks must receive careful' considera

tion in 'Burundi, where already a .meat-deficit situation exis.ts and over

population >nd over-cultivation are producing all the classical -signs of

iseribUs'.sQil* erosion. ■■ . • ■ ■ ■ ■■."".
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CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC

The land-locked Central African Republic extends to approximately

6l37OO3OOO hectares with, a human population variously estimated between
1.3_- 1.5 million people. In 1964 the gross domestic product was ,
estimated at US$166 million with an annual per capita averaging about

$130* Transportation difficulties severely handicap.the economic develop
ment of the Central African .Republic. ' ,. ' . . -.-

Except in the urban centres, protein foods from animal sources are
in short supply, and some protein malnutrition exists in rural areas

removed from rivers,, ponds, or lakes. No estimates are available on the

composition of fish"consumed but it is apparent that consumption of fresh

fish in villages is unimportant relative to the consumption of smoked or

dried fish. The bulk of supplies of smoked and dried fish come from

northern sections of., the Central African Republic and from the Lake Chad

basin. Imports of marine fish from the Cameroon amounted to 33,000 lb

valued at US$17,000 in 1968. There are no exports of fish from "the
Central African Republic. ■ .

In.Bangui, dried and smoked fish from Lake Chad sells for approximately

$0.73 per lb while fresh fish is priced at approximately $0,75 per 1b, '

The Oubangui river with its tributaries in the extreme south and the
Aouk^ river and its tributaries in the extreme "north provide the. majority
of fish produced from fresh waters in the Central -African Republic. The
principal fishing gear is- the gill net .which is fished at nightv ■Three

fishermen in a canoe, fishing...near the, bottom of the river, may catch 50 lb
of fish per night, This fish sells at $0.30 - $0.60 per lb according to
species. .... . .

Training _ . .

A UlTOP/SB1 development programme operates a Regional Fish Culture
Training and Research Project, the training part.of the project being
contracted to ^he Centre Technique Forestier Tropical' (CTFT), .■ Paris.

The purpose of the CTFT is to provide assistance in expanding and
developing fish culture through training and research in the Central African
countries of Cameroon, the Central African Republic, Congo■(Brazzaville),
and Gabon, The project became operational in 1967 and is funded for five
years. The Regional Centre is located at Bangui, with national, centres at

Foumban, Cameroon, Dijoumouna, Congo. (Brazzaville) and Oyem, Gabon. Instruc
tors for each of the national centres are still under recruitment. The
Bangui centre consists of a series of ponds where training is carried out
at moniteur level to serve later principally as fisheries extension agents.
The training programme lasts for three months. A second level of training
for technical agents is also offered for ten.months. The scheme also
includes a few overseas scholarships.
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CONGO (BRAZZAVILLE)

1'■■ - The human population of Congo (Brazzaville) in 1966 was estimated

to "be 8.50,000. Coastal and ocean fisheries operate out of Pointe 2J6ir'e

where freezing and berthing facilities are available. Congolese - based

"boats fish from the southern limits of Congo (Brazzaville) to the north

of Gabon and southwards into' Angolan waters.■.Proposals to extend the

territorial waters of Angola, Congo (Democratic Republic of)s and Gabon

to 12 miles, are-expected to disrupt the trawler industry in these1 areasj

and the catches of tuna and sardines landed-for processing,' In the tune,

season it is estimated that 35 French and 15 Japanese and American boats

operate off the coast at Port Gentil which, however,: is not equipped to

handle this type of trade. ■." ■ ' ,

Fresh fish is commercialized afPointe Foire and in urban centres

along the railway from Pointe Noire-.to Brazzaville. Estimates of fish

consumption per capita are indicated.as 20 kg per annum. As is usual

in many of the Central African countriess distribution1of fish as "between

urban and rural centres leave much to be desired* It is intended to increase

the facilities at Pointe Noire through a joint venture between Government

and private enterprise. Additional boats are to be purchased and freezings

salting, and smoking facilities increased.

Production from this complex is expected to handle an.additional

79OOQ tons annually.

The UHDP/SF, with FAO as executing agency, are to finance two projects
in Congo (Brazzaville).

(l)' A regional, project to 'encourage the development of pisciculture

and the training of personnel, and the development of" pond fish

culture. . - r. ■■

. (2) To survey the development of pelagic fish resources-^ with OR^TCM

as executing agency. The area of study will extend from .the

mouth of the Congo river to Cape Lopez in the north... ■ : • -, . , ;;

. . ORSTGM from its own funds will complete a study of .maritime, currents,,
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CONGO (DMOCEATIC REPUBLIC OF)

■ . The African population of ..the. Congo was- estimated -in 1966. ,to- number

about 15»98 .million. .. . . ' . . ■■■:■ , . ■

. ■ ■. .■■'.■,'' ■ ■ ■ ■

In viejs of the small length of .coastline available to the Congo,

fishery enterprise has been concentrated more to the Eas.t on■■ Lakes Albert,.

Edward,. Kivu, Tanganyika, MoerO;, and Tshangalele. Sea fishing is,.almost

exclusively operated, by private enterprise.? by a company. called, PSMARCO.

which is currently landing 12,000 — 15,000 tons annually of fresh fish

caught, by trawler. - ...'-■

Before independence (1959)5 the bulk of the. fish produced '(147,000.
tons out of total landings of 153,000 tons) was obtained from the Eastern

Lakes and rivers, of which the lakes produced 85,000 tons* Catches from

the.various lakes exploited currently amount to approximately:

■ Tons ' '";'.

Lake Tanganyika ' 30,500 : "

Lualaba River 153775

Lake Moero 145OOO ..-

Lake Albert ' : 10,000 ' ■

Lake Tshangalele 6,115

■ Lake Edward ' ■ . 53715 '■ ■

Lake Neile 2,365

Lake Livu 860

". ■■ ' ' Lake Leopold II " 225

Landings are considered to be well below the potential sustained

catch.. ..In 1958? before independence3 production from all river and lake

fishing was 132,000 tons. Currently, total catch is estimated to be

of the order of 75?OOO tons. The World Bank is considering a loan for

development of the fishing potential of Lakes Edward, Albert and Moero.

A provisional estimate of 'the magnitude of the-loan is US&3-4 million.

The planned set up is a joint venture comprising a private company,

Congo—frigo, for Lakes Edward and Albert, and Elakat, for Lake Moeroo

These private companies would be associated with local fishermen, organised

into co-operation. The loan will be utilized for fishing equipment and

shore installations and possibly some road maintenance and fishery training

as well. As the statistics indicates, a l0^ °£ ^e original trade has been

disrupted by the troubles in the Congo. Estimates of current per capita

consumption of fish are lows and if one considers that deliveries are made

mostly to centres of population the rural sector of population must

receive very little fish. Only a return to peaceful conditions can

resuscitate,the fishing industry in the Congo and much remains to be

organized, particularly in the sectors of transport and organized marketing
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ETHIOPIA

'Ethiopia possesses several lakes amounting'in area to approximately
7,000 square km or 5,500 square meters per head of population, a-high
figure compared with most other countries of the world. Fishing activities
in the major rivers are limited to subsistence consumption while the Eed

Sea coastline extends to 1,000 km- .

Consumption

Fish consumption in Ethiopia is negligible, hut the potential for
increasing the catch of fish is considerable. The low consumption of fish
is primarily due more to high prices and inadequate marketing channels,
than to lack of potential demand. - The following figures are "believed to
nearly represent annual consumption of fish in Ethiopia?

1965 1966 1967 1968

203.x4?! 229$ 379.S?
The principal lake species available in Ethiopia ares Catfish _

(Clarias), Carp (Caprinus), Hile perch (Lates), St. Peter's fish (Tilapia
Spp.)> (Bagrus)j (Barbus), (Laboo).

An estimate of the Lakes1 potential for fish production was made by a
firm of consultants in 1965 and amounted to 15,000 tons per annum.

In 1967, there were assumed to he 2,199•full-time fishermen, 2,369
part-time fishermen and 3915O occasional fishermen (sources Fisheries

Offices at Massawa and Assah).

Fishery training schemes. ■

Ho, regular fishery training programmes or schools exist in Ethiopia^
however, the Fisheries Offices at Massawa occasionally provide free training
programmes for fishermen who acquire motorized dhows. The F.F.H.C operate
a small project for "motorizing" dhows at the port of Massawa hut the scheme
requires to he considerably extended. Three Ethiopians are being trained
(two in Poland and one in England) in Fishery Science.

It is undoubted that the fishery resources available to Ethiopia.

could make a much more substantial contribution to the national diet. The
motorization of the Red Sea fishing dhows should be encouraged through
a credit scheme to enable this to be done on a,much wider scale. More
fish would be consumed by the public were refrigerated stores available
in Addis Ababa where fish is sold on two days only each week, and other
centres of population. Increased production' from the Red Sea, and forma
tion of selling co-operatives by the fishermen, would almost certainly
allow of a reduction in prices which in turn would stimulate consumption.
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There appear to "be possibilities for stocking some of the streams in

the south-west- of Ethiopia with trout.? which, would be., a .further attraction

to to:urists in the future. ..■..-.. ■ ..-■■- ■■ .- .,' •.- .■■--■ --. -■ '
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KSRYA . :. ':■ .. .-■: ■■ .. ;. . . "/■.:, ..

Kenya's fisheries fall.into three categories:

(a) ' inland fisheries which include Lakes Victoria, Rudolphj -Baringo,

; ' '■ 'Naivastia, -the rivers" Tana? Itfzoia, Yala and Sabaki, and'domestic

'.' ■ "'fish ponds; ■ ' '■ '.. '■ . -"■ '■

1 ' (b) ' coastal in—Shore fisheries; and .

' (.0) .coastal; deep-sea fisheries. ■ .,■-...'

It is government policy to guide and assist the development of

commercial and sport fisheries, both marine and inland, to a stage of. ;

optimum production as quickly as possible, as natural, financial, markets

and staff resources allow. Domestic consumption-of fish is-believed to

be around'6 lbs per head, but the fish-eating habit is practised by only

approximately 50 per cent of the Kenyan population". There is need? ■

therefore, to encourage domestic fish consumption through' promotional" ■

programmes and by the development of local fish markets.

In 1966 production of fish in Kenya from all sources was estimated

to be 28,000 metric- tons or 2.89 kg per head of the population. Kenya

is aiming for a twofold expansion by the end of the current Plan Period,

and an increase in the number of full-time fishermen to 22,500.

With indications that meat production may just be in balance in 1975?

it is important, on dietary grounds;, to secure an increase in fish consump

tion in Kenya and to this end, it will be necessary to., carry out a marketing

survey to determine the potential of the Kenya domestic market and other

possible markets in East and Central Africa,' principally as an outlet for

Lake Victoria and Lake Rudolph fish.

Lake Rudolph productivity survey

To provide economic projections which may be meaningful, it is

suggested that a fisheries survey of the potential of Lake Rudolph "be

undertaken. Current estimates of sustained yield range from 20,000 to

160,000 tons per annum. Before the fisheries potential of the Lake can

be exploited,however, it will be necessary to improve the conditions o,f

the only access road to the Lake via Lodivar to Ferguson1s Gulf on the .

Lake. A preliminary estimate for a three-stage improvement is estimated *

to cost approximately hi million- The other benefits, however, which

would accrue to Kenya by improvement of the Kitale-Lake Rudolph road

include:

(a) provision of easier access to Ugandan markets?

(b) development of tourism5

(c) easier access to the Turk well river project (UNDP/SF1) ?

(d) improvement in administrative supervision and matters concerned

with general development. ,
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Malindi harbour^project _. .

1 The formation of an Indian Ocean Fisheries. Commission should provide

the necessary stimulus to exploit the coastal and deep-sea potential of

the ocean as it affects Kenya, FAO have- already carried out surveys which

it is!unders.toad hold out considerable promise. Improvement of "berthing,

cold: storage and other necessary infrastructural facilities would "be; a

firsV.phase in the proposed development, and if sufficient cold storage

were made ava.ilables Malindi and .possibly other centres might well become

staging points and possible market centres for other .national deep-sea

fishing fleets which already operate, in the: .gener-al^reglon..^ <Th£ .coastal

fisheries are known to possess shell-fish potential which is barely tapped,

Fish ponds • . .- . ■ • ■ .. . . - ■ -.-/:..-.

The domestic fish pond scheme in Western and Nyanza Provinces, where

there are known to be more than 11s000'pondsj is. believed-to justify, an

increase in advisory and research personnel to secure increased, yields ..

from an^asset which is only partially exploited. . --.-.=.•■
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MALAWI

The potential sustained maximum production of Malawi fisheries has

been estimated at 26.000 tons per annum but the tonnage of fish caught

may only be about 15,000 tonso

There are at present three commercial, fishing firms and numerous

smaller fishermen operating as individuals or small groups engaged .in

full-time fishing on the waters of Lake Malawi?" Lake Malombe .and Lake

Chilwa. It is the government's policy to encourage commercial, fishing?

which requires expensive equipment, in the. off-shore areas of the lake

and to reserve ths more easily exploited on—shore fishing grounds and

shallow waters for the small-scale fishermen- Attention is also being

pa;id to inland fi-sh-farming in ponds and dams. A professional officer

with a staff of technical officers and assistants are' engaged in supervis

ing and recording catches and in advising fishermen on improved methods

and equipment. Under their guidance a number of small craft equipped with

outboard motors have come into use in recent years.

Fisheries training school ■

A UTOP project for the training of fishermen in modern techniques

is in operation with the assistance of the Freedom from Hunger Programme

who operate the Fisherman's Institute.at Mpepwes Fort Johnston, The

Institute operates courses for literate and illiterate groups of fishermen.

A project in the Development Plan '(1968-70) is designed to restock
Lake Chilwa with Tilapia species.
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\; The.total population of .Rwanda in 1966 was estimated to be 3.2
million. ' , .....

,. In spite ,pf numerous lakes, production of fish in Rwanda in 1966 was
very low. In. alls -there, are. about 110,, 000'ha of lake- surfaces■*. Lake Kivu
being the largest .sheet of .water: available to fishermen,, Neighbouring ■

^b.pulatipns .around the. lakes number. 7.2S, 000 or- approximately 2£ pe* cent
of the total population. The waters are fished-by approximately 8.00

■ professional fishermen and 975 occasional fishermen. Available to :the
, fi.shermen are 1,400 pirogues and"2,650 nets. . Total annual output, was

, estimated ;m, 1966, to be.1^167 ions,,allowing ,1.6 kg per head of population,
ihere .is no mention of ..fishery development in the^Development Plan- 4
project prepared, .however, by an-FAO expert in "Pisciculture" was' submitted
m .1966 to establish a "Pisciculture" centre at Kigembe near Butare to
construct 77 ponds covering 10 ha. Some of the fish produced in these
ponds are to be used for stocking some of the poorer lakes- The project .
also envisages the construction of-smoking facilities at Lakes, Luhpndo,
Kivu and Muhazi, The low capacity of many of the'lakes in Rwanda arises
because of their recent.origin (through volcanic action) and the fact
that a .biological equilibrium has not yet been, achieved, ■ It would seem
that Ewanda is a classic case in, Africa deserving., of immediate financial
and technical support for its fishery potential, ■ ' ■-
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SOMALIA/." ■ "' .

Somalia.is endowed with, a longer coastline..than any other African

country,... extending ;over 3*000 km/along .the Gulf of Aden and.-the-Indian

Ocean, yet the fishery resources #an& .other offshore wealth that it .

contains has hitherto neither been.scientifically established nor

systematically explored. New proposals for this purpose have now/been-1

submitted to the TJNDP/SF for technical assistance*, Somalia should further
benefit through the.recent formation of the Indian.Ocean Fisheries'

Commission.. .. .;■ ........... . ■ .-:..■.".-■ .■ . ■. , " .' ■; •

. . Various attempts, have been made since independence to promote - ■: ■ . .

fisheries.. . .A, boatyard producing ocean going ..craft has now been ■.completed,

and the traditional, sector has been assisted financially by the. Development

Loan .Section of Oredito. Somalo. Up to the present,, net- fishing■ 4ias not .

been widely practised..- Although there are a few co-operatives in {Mogadiscio 3

Beila, Eil and Bosaso, the movement has not as yet made much headway. ■■ ■■

processed fish .is exported almost exclusively to I taly^-while."dried,

smoked and salted varieties, are, shipped to neighbouring countries. ■■■..

Volume (tons) and value (T0QO Somalia shillings) of fish-.exports.

Year __._ . . . ■ ■ Volume ■ ■ Value

-.. -1962' .'.... ■ ■ -2,644 ■ ■ 6? 13.0,
" 1963 ' 1,302 4,871
1964 ■ 1,298 3,407

... . ■.. 1,4.02 .. ■ ■ - ■ *

The current development programme.-stresses the more rational and'. .

productive expansion of fishery resources hy systematizing and extending

fishery surveys^ ~bj adopting greater rationalizing of fishing techniques;,

training programmes, and construction of port facilities.

,: A comprehensive strategy .cannot, of course,.be fully implemented in

the. current programme period- ■ Such a strategy necessitates, the- setting.. ■

up of modern, port, and berthing. faoilities9. extensive maintenance .work-.-■..

shops, .freezing and handling .facilities .and a-distribution network- ■-[<

.'installations- for fish, processing, are being established
the,..northern coast of Somalia at Alula3 Candala?. Habo and. Las.Korehr,- :■:

The annual capacity is expected in time to reach approximately 48,000 tons..

Approximately 1S000 persons-may-be employed .when.the.installations and ■

infrastructure are oompl-eted, but it is understood that the. first plant. >

Completed has-already closed down* . . ;- . . . . ,-■ ■ : '■■■■■
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SUDAN ■ ...

■The total production of fish (fresh weight) from the fre'sh water

and. marine .sources of the Sudan was-estimated at 21,500'metric tons in '

1968»' This catch was valued at L.S,' 21,500. ■ >; ; "

Training ■■ -.■..■ ■ . ■ ; .. ■ ■. .- . ■ ■ ■.■,..■_■;•■-

. The training of personnel for the- fishery industry is one of the"

principal constraints confronting the Game and Fisheries .Department.1' ] ''

Research Officers undergo in-the-field training with senior research

officers-or under the supervision-of the Staff of the .Faculty of^Science

at Khartoum University. ' Training of- these' Officers'rs; also conducted in

■ foreign universities, and' institutes abroad. Fisheries officers also ' ■'

receive in-the-field training at 'the Research Institute' (af El" Shagara) ■

■for 2~.3 months, and when possible", are also sent to foreign institutes' ■
and universities.. -.■... ■■ • ■ • :i

Fishermen are trained at fishing camps under the supervision of

trained fishermen and'fisheries officers. ' ■ , ■ ' ' ■■ ' ■'■7

Internal .and external markets ..■.■-., -. ■;.;..- "_ . .. ■" . '"

Internal markets for sun-dried or'ijalted fish, are available.: in.\ the
Eastern Sudan, Southern Province, Kordofan and Darfur Provinces. Actual

and potential markets in these Provinces are estimated to consume '3,000-
43OOO tons annually.

External markets include Ceylon, Congo (Democratio Republic of), Chad,

Central Africa and United Ara"b Republic. These markets are erratic and

market development and intelligence is1 required.

Fishery resources ■■■■"■ " "■ ■■ " ■ '■ . ' . ■ ■,■-.:■:■.--

Inland fisheries are associated with the Nile and its tributaries,
irrigation canals?, fish ponds,, haffirs and other water' reservoirs, inclu

ding the Nubia Lake. The- area covered by these waters'is estimated at

more than two million hectares. The'marine fisheries are' located mainly

on the Red Sea boundaries as motorised fishing is not well developed aS

yet. In 1966 the consumption of fresh fish consumed in the Sudan was.
estimated to be 14,700 :.tons"9 'dry unsalted fish 5,000.tons (fresh weight),
wet salted 200 tons and dry salted" 416 tons (fresh weight).L The salted
fish,industry is facing serious marketing problems especially in the '

United Arab Republic. . Exports of fish (dry or salted) have diminished ■'

considerably in the last decade. Production of marine fish and-shell-'■

fish is low, about 350 tons annually but the potential for the mother-of-

pearl fisheries is considered to be considerable. It is estimated on the

basis of 30 kg yield of fish per hectare, that 60,000 tons of fish could be

caught annually, so. that a potential additional market exists for another

40,000 tons of fish annually. The value of this unutilized fish resource

is estimated at L.S. 4 million annually.
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It.is estimated that targets of .40,000 tons of fish for local consump

tion and.10,000 tons for export are within the capabilities of the industry,,

provided,; the- fishing fleet is expanded and motorized to a' considerable

extent, study of foreign,markets-attempted, and improved transportation .

and storage provided. . ' . ■ . " ■ ■

; "; It Is suggested in fishery plans, that two canning factories .be cons

tructed to smoke, piofcle and salt fish, and to produce fish meal and fish

oils from trash fish and inedible parts of the fish.. One of these plants

should "be -situated on:Lake. Nubia, the other ,ori the"-Red-Sea., Present catches

on Lake Nubia', are running at 500 kg per 200 metre long nylon gill net per

day. The- future fishery, plans recognize that development of the fish

industry cannot be.".realized unless it is "based on proper collection, . ;

recording and analysis of catch statistics. Details of catch "by species,

time, fishing area, and fishing effort, is important in assessing-the

magnitude of fish stocks. The present status of statistical information

is not satisfactory and trained'personnel are required to-cope with the

situation and to' carry out biological'analyses including ecological ■studies*

Fish culture . ■ ■ "

Fish culture in the Sudan started only a few years ago with the

establishment'of an experimental fish farm at Gordon's Tree. The practical

application of fish culture has now "been extended to some agricultural

schemes in Khartoum Province. Educational institutions in the Sudan_■" ■- '

provide some training in biology for fishery personnel. Courses in fishery

science and fishery technology are, however, lacking altogether. It is ,

suggested that a Department, of Natural Resources "be established within '

the School of Science in the University of Khartoum, This department

could cater for the training of fishery scientists, biologists and

technologists, needed in the field of fisheries and-other fields of natural

resources.

Research

The main research centre is at El Shagara and there are five other

stations on the White Nile at the Gebel Aulia Reservoir, on the Blue "

Nile at Damazein, on the . river Atbara (Khashm El Girba)3 on the river ■'

Nile (Wa&i Haifa) and on the. Red Sea at Dongonab. A direotor and eleven

research workers comprise the scientific staff on these stations. The

research activities includes fishery biology including water properties,.

biological characteristics of catch, and.stock potentials.
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- ■• ...-■■■■■:..; : ■-. -■ ■■. TAHZAJttA ' "■'■■.

■ 'The.,human .population-of Tanzania was estimated in 1966 as 1-1.8 mil-

lion..-. -Again..in.-1966, 'fish production for Tanzania" is returned,.in.,the
Yearbook of Fishery Statistics, as 92,000 tons*, indicating a-per capita, ;
fish consumption of 7.75 kg per head of;.population, National landings
and.values o.f fish caught'in recent years are returned as follows: ":

'; :";' -.. \: : "v.._ i960 . 1963 1966 ... 1967

■ ■'- ■■' " ' Q~* ■ " "V Q V Q V . Q V '' "

J
Tanganyika ■/ ■ ■60.0 H/e2< 74o0 ^r Q2o0'9?940 H8.4 12,432
Tanganyika ,"■.■-■••" ■ . . -. ■ ' :.-■■■ ■'--■; .: ■

(Zanzibar).. ; :- 9O1 1,680. 10.2 1,398 N/E . b/e ' N/R N/S/::

a/. = -1,000 Metric tons..- ' 'b/ ='US$1:!000 ■,■< c/ = no return. ""■-■:■. ;.■"■■ :'"

Tanganyika's fishing enterprise is concentrated mainly on Lake-■ .V'"-"'■
Tanganyika and the Indian Ocean. In Lake Tanganyika, it is.proposed to .
set up. a Regional Fisheries-Project financed partly by UHOT/.SF1 arid is i
de-s,igne.d-to assist the four countries mainly concerned^, namelys -Tanganyika
Burundi.,-Zambia and Congo (Democratic Republic of)V The pr0pp.sed'project ; ' I
will - be ..for a duration of 3 years and will deal with,- Tesearoh'-of fish ■■■
populations fishing methods, storage, transport, marketing and tne-produc-
tion,o,f fish-proteih concentrate. Contribution by"-IOTP will amoun-f to-L'":-": ■
US$1.30 million^ and Government contributions? East African: Shillings : '
1,643,541 or--about US$230,000. ■ ■ . ;.'' ■ ''■■■ / ■"■:;- |

.;,,. The current production of fish from Lake".Tanganyika is estimated: td' "■ : ;'.
be. of the order of 30,000 tons annually? but with the adoption of improved ';- i

fishing methods, this figure could almost certainly be increased to a,bout j
200,000 tons. ' . ;>;■: ,\ :■_ | -

The base' for "the..East African Marine' Fisheries •■Research Organisation -•?
(SAMFRO) is located in.'Zanzibar and" now that the Indian Ocean Fisheries' "'. ' |.
Commission., has been set up (-1967), Ooean production may be expected' to " : '■". U
increase., substantially, over- the next decade, On-a smaller scale, ponds ■ ' il

and rivers in; Tanganyika.contribute to-the National" Fishery EnterpfiseV- - ' \A
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Ugandans fishing industry is biased on inlan:d;-.w-aters'whio'H '-'consists of

Lakes Victoria-; Ryoga, Albert, Edward and George? and the minor lakes in

,:$he. .western -part of -Uganda™ ■ In addition' to the;se, there -are large stretches

of rivers^ i...e*-j the,-Nile, . swamns,. dams—and fish pondsc. ■-,.■■ ; ■

'The industry employs some 209000 peoples eitner as full-time fishermen

or those engaged in the distributive or processing side ,of the industry,.

The industry is run entirely "by local Ugandans3 and now lands about IIOjOQO

tons, of fish per year, valued at about 240 million shillings* -

The fishing fleet is composed of some 5$00Q canoes,, ranging from

traditional dug-out canoes9 to modern planked vessels powered with out

board motors. Fishing gear mainly in use consists of r;ill-nets, beach

seines^ long-lines and? in some remote areas? basket traps.

The fishing industry is under the supervision of the Fisheries Depart

ment, created in 1947 as part of the Game and Fisheries Department,, The

Department has introduced various new techniques to fishermen; has opened

new bodies of water, and has carried out various schemes for restocking

areas of. water with different species of fish*

The staff of the Fisheries Department is composed of qualified

graduates in charge of major lake basins3 supported by various staff in

the lower cadres? who are in direct day-to-day contact with fishermen, and

who can pass their knowledge of new developments to the fishermena

The Fisheries Department has carried out the reorganization of several

fishing'villages*, including the provision of such facilities as water

supplies-, smoke .houses^ salting-vats and washing slabs& The department

also carried out research into fishing gear developments fish processing

techniques and the improvement of fishing boats-.

The Fish Experimental Station at Ko^ansi carries out research into

fish culture "of both indigyno^b aau in ti'odaced species of fish whicn has

been continued since .1963. At present, trials are being carried out on

hybridisation of Tilaj?J.a_ sppo ? and on exotic fish species for fish culture?

these in conjunction with FAG. This work would seem to be highly signifi

cant both in terms of securing enhanced total yields and fish of increased

size andj therefore? ox' better market acceptability*,

Most of the senior members of staff of the Fisheries Department are

trained at the University of East Africa or are sent overseas for training

at Fisheries Institutes. .Recently9 the Fisheries Training Institute in

Entebbe was established for the training of middle-cadre fisheries personnel?

and at the same institute courses are being introduced-for.fishermen? to

teach them new developments and techniques in the fishing industry, ■
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ZAMBIA . " ■ . ■ . .■..;■:.

The Department of Game and Fisheries is responsible to. the Agriculture

and Lands Ministry for Conservation and Development of Fishery Resources

in "-Zambia. The Development Plan 1966-1970 makes provision for the. extension

and development of the'"basic infrastructure at all major fishery ■ centres,

in order to improve landing, handling, -recording and. processing of fish.

Most of the expenditure is in the construction of markets and fish stores.

Credit facilities

So as to encourage production, a large increase in credits is being

made available to fishermen to replace the traditional dug-outs with larger

motorized boat's, nets3 -and other fishing gear. Credit will also be made
available to boat-builders, for the construction of smoke kilns and
-processing units, and for the construction of fish ponds in rural areas.

Boat-building

Two directly productive government ventures are planned for fisheries.

The first is to establish a central boat-building factory which will speed
up the production of approved designs of fishing craft- While local timbers
will be used wherever possible, it is likely that considerable use will also

"be made of fibre-glass.

The second directly productive fishery programme is. for the develop

ment of fish.culture projects. Since 1952? the production of fish from
ponds and conservation dams has grown to some 600 tons per annum. It is
intended to extend the stocking of ponds and. dams and also to develop large
man-made inpoundments in protein deficient areas, such as the Horth West
Province. Production from such pond units is of the order of 200 lb per

acre per annum.

The oentral fisheries research institute

This UETDP/SF project is a continuation of the earlier Lake Kariba
Fisheries Research Institute'Project interrupted by' the Rhodesian proclama

tion of UDI. ■ " .

The Central Fisheries Research Station is at Chilanga and there are

additional facilities and staff available to serve all the major Zambian
fishery sub-stations.representing three types of different fishing enter

prise. These are being established at Kafue (flood plain type), Lake -
Tanganyika (deepwater type), and on Lake Mweru/Luapula (shallow lake and
swamp type*). It is proposed that the United Uations/FAO Special Fund
Project at'Lake Kariba will in future be centred at Chilanga and that ■
terms of reference may be modified and extended/to cover all the Zambian

fisheries, and not only Kariba.
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Marketing and training ■ . ■

Additional facilities for,- training fishermen in .improved techniques

..are approved for the major fisheries ;in the Southern, Northern,and Luapula

Provinces, as well as facilities for .training in fish culture .methods in

■the-Western Province-.. Production in Zambia in 19.66 amounted to -40,100 metri

■ tons which for a .population1 of 3?88l5OOO persons allows of .1CU33 ;kg of. fish

pe'rhead.; l/ " " ■ ' "■' . ;

1/ Sourcei Yearbook■of.Fishery Statistics, Vol. 21,




